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1o Bieberbach constructed an example of a biholomorphic mapping of C onto a proper open subset of C ([1], see also [3]). His construction depends on the following fact. Let g" z-og(z) be a complex
analytic automorphism of C of which the origin 0 is a fixed point g(0)
--0. The automorphism g induces a linear transformation of the tangent space To(C) ( C) of C at 0. Assume that the eigenvalues 1,
of the linear transformation satisfy 1>11___1[. Then the set

U=

.

{z e C" /lim g(z)-0}

is complex analytically isomorphic to C The purpose o this paper is
to generalize the above 2act. Namely we shall prove
Theorem. Let X be a complex space of dimension m. Assume
that there exists a complex analytic automorphism g and a point 0 e X
such that g(0)=0 and g(z)O (-+ oo) for any point z e X. Then X
is complex analytically isomorphic to an affine variety. If, moreover,
X is non-singular at O, then X C
In [2], it is shown that the latter statement holds and that, i X is
singular, X can be embedded into C as a closed subvariety which is

.

.

invariant under a contracting complex analytic automorphism o C
such that (0)--0 and x=g, where 0 denotes the origin o C
Let
(z,
z) be a standard system of coordinates of C We may assume
that has the following form;

.

.,

Zi
Z

OiZ
Zi 2F OiZ

Zrl--Zrl_

(1)

zrl+=2zr,+lPr/l.

-OlZri

-

(zl,...,zr i)

Zrl+r--Zrl+r_I--o2zrx+r-Pr,+r (Zl,
Zrx)
Zrx+r2+l--O3Zr,+r+l P,+2+1 (z, ..., z, Zrl+l

..., Zrx+r)

Zn--Zn_i--at, Zn -P (Zi,
Zri+...+r_),
where l]al_>]rl_>... _>la, l0 and P (r+... +rj_r+... +r/)
are finite sums of monomials zil... Z’r8 which satisfy +l
"’,,
2
0
and
[5]).
([4],
m,_>
+.
m
m>
+
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Since the number of irreducible branches of X at 0 is finite,
X has a finite number of irreducible components X (]= 1, 2,. ). Hence
there exists a positive integer such that Ot cts on each X as a contracting automorphism which has the similar form to (1). Therefore
we my assume that X is an irreducible subvariety.
Lemma 1. Let Z be a -invariant subvariety in C such that Z X
and dim ZdimX. Then there exists a non-constant holomorphic
function f on Z such that *f=f (0111) and
Proof. It is clear that both Z and X contain the origin 0 e C n. Let
D be a relatively compact neighborhood of 0 in Z such that (D)D,
where D denotes the closure of D in Z. Let
be a vector space of
holomorphic unctions defined by
f is a bounded holomorphic
oa D such that fz.=0
We define the norm I] for f e by
llfll sup If(z)].
2.

_

.

.= f"

function.

zD

*"

Then (_, liD) is clearly a Banach space. The linear mapping
defined by (*f)(z)=f((z)) is a compact operator by Vitali’s
theorem. It is easy to see that
I[<-1 and *fllv=[[fl[ implies f
=0. Now we shall show that there exists a non-zero element f0 e
such that

--._

*

O*f0=f0
Put
R(2) (I-- 2*)-,
(2)
is a compact operator,
where I denotes the identity operator. Since
any spectrum except 0 is an eigenvalue ([7]). Hence if there is no such
f0, then R() is an entire function of on C. This implies that the
radius of the circle of convergence of the Taylor expansion of (2) is infinite, i.e., lim/ /ll *11= 0. This is equivalent to sying that
for any 0, there exists an integer 0 such that

*

.

for > v0. Let mz,0 denote the maximal ideal of Oz,0, p a positive integer
such that there exists an element h e which is not contained in
Fix a positive number e such that t[a[+ or 11 i (i=1,2, ...,).
Then

.

for sufficiently large v. But this contradicts (3). Hence there exists
non-zero element f0 e such that O*fo=afo (0<lall). For every
positive integer we have
(z e D).
(4)
fo(Z)--a-fo((Y(z))
Since a-*f0 is defined on $-(D) and .[.) O-(D)= Z, it follows from (4)
that f0 can be continued analytically to a holomorphic function f on Z

,
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Q.E.D.
O*f=af. It is clear that f,x=0.
Denote by Ilzll the norm of the point z=(z,,..., z)e C defined by

such that

Ilzl=Izl+
Lemma 2. Let Z be a -invariant subvariety in C and f a holo-

function on Z which satisfies the equality
5)
O*f--f
Then f satisfies the following inequality;
(6
If(z) l<_ M(1 + z I])
where M and N are positive constants which are independen of z e Z.
Proof. Let K be a closed small neighborhood of 0 e C defined by
z ]]Ke. First we estimate by z the minimum integer such that
O(z)eK. By (1), the ]-th coordinate (r+...+r<]r+...+r+)
of the point 0(z) is given by
morphic

,

where

Q

(0(z)) =+ {z + Q(,, z,, ..., z_0},
z, ..., z_. Hence we get
ll(z)ll I.+ {Izl+le(,,z

is a polynomial of

,,

.

Then it is easy to see that, or some positive constants A, B and
([a,[ (1 for all i), the following inequality holds;

O(z) gAy( + z)
least integer such that ,)--(logfl)-.log(A(l+[[z[[)/D.
Then O(z)[[ e, therefore (z) e K. Then, by (5),
If(z) l= -"f(B"(z))
(]f]K=SUpe f(z))
[- ]]fl[

Let , be the

l a I(log #)-’.log (a( + li,il)"/,)-i, f II
=(A(1 + zll)"/)<’:>’.l-’l. IIII1.
Putting N=B (logll)/lo J and

.

M-(AI).I-’I.IIIII, we get
Q.E.D.
If(z)lM(l+ Ilzl).

W. Rudin [6] proved the following
An analytic subvariety V of pure dimension k in C
Theorem
is algebraic if and only if V lies in some algebraic region of type (k, n).
By [6], a set 9 in C" will be called an algebraic region of type (k, n)
if there are vector subspaces E, F in C" and a positive real numbers
A, B such that the following conditions hold" dim E- k, dim F=n- k,
C"=E F (direct sum) and 9 consists precisely of the points z e C"
satisfying the inequality

Ilz"llgA(1 +llz’
where

z--z’+ z", z’ e E, z" e F.

Lemma 4. Let Z be a -invariant pure dimensional ane subof C f a holomorphic function on Z such that *f=af (0lal
1). Then the zero locus Y={z e Z" f(z)--0} is a -invariant ane
subvariety of C
Proof. It is sufficient to show that the graph

variety

,

.
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F]-{(z,w) eZC" w=f(z)}
is an affine subvariety of C C=C’/. By Theorem 3, there exists an
algebraic region of type (k, n) such that
(7)
Z{(z’,z") e CC-" Iz"ll<_A(l/llz’lI)’),
where we can choose the subspace C so that there exists an algebraic
By (6), we have
branched covering ZC
w)
Z
e
I_< M(1 + z II)} c C+.
X
C’]w
Fee {(z,
Hence, by (7), or points (z, w)e F,
Iwl<_M(l +llz’l[+ ]z" ])V _M(l +llz’l[+A(l + ]z’ll)’)

(8)

"

.

_<M(l+llz’ll)

,

where M and N are some positive constants. Thus combining (8) with
(7), we get
(z", w)II-< A(1 + z’ II)" + M(1 + z’ II)
(or some M and N).
_M(1 + z’] )N
Hence the graph F is contained in an algebraic region of type (k, n+ 1).
Hence, by Theorem 3, Fx is an affine subvariety, since F is pure
Q.E.D.
dimensional.
Finally we prove the following
Lemma 5. Let Z be a -invariant pure dimensional affine subvariety of C such that ZX and dim Zdim X. Then there exists a
subvariety Y of C such that Z Y
-invariant pure dimensional
X and dim Z= dim Y + 1. If dim Z-- dim X + 1, then X is an affine
subvariety of C
Proof. Let Z0 be an irreducible component o Z such that ZoX.
Put W=[.)ez O(Z0). Then W is a -invariant pure dimensional affine
subvariety o C which consists o the irreducible components o Z.
Applying Lemmas 1 and 4 to W, we get a -invariant affine subvariety
Y defined by f which is a non-constant holomorphic unction on W.
Now Y contains no irreducible components o W. In act, if Y contains an irreducible component of W, then f vanishes identically on
W. Hence Y is pure dimensional and dim Y=dimZ--1. The latter
statement is clear, since X is an irreducible component o the affine
variety Y.
:. By Lemma 5, our main theorem can easily be proved by the
induction on the codimension o X in Z. (Note that Z may be equal
to C.)
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